Using torsion theoretic methods we obtain sufficient conditions on a ring extension R -» S so that Q ma χ(S) = 5®«0max(i^). This is applied to quasί-Frobenius extensions and group rings, generalizing and unifying several known results.
Introduction and preliminaries. In [1] Burgess showed
that, for a ring A and a group G, AG (g) ΛH Q max (AH)CQ max (AG) for every central subgroup H of G, with equality if H is of finite index. Later, Kitamura [6] showed that, for a Frobenius extension R -» 5 such that S is finitely generated over i? by elements which centralize i?, S ® R Q max (R)= Q max (S) . Finally, Formanek [3] recently proved that Q max (AH) C Q max (AG) when H is a subnormal subgroup of G We want to show here that a general torsion-theoretic argument leads to a theorem which can be applied to generalize all of the above results.
We note first that all rings have 1, and all modules are on the right unless stated otherwise. We assume that the reader is familiar with torsion theories, for example the contents of [12] , whose notation we will generally follow. For other unexplained terminology we refer to [7] .
We begin by considering a general ring homomorphism φ: R-> S (<p(l) = l) with associated "restriction of scalars" functor φ*\ Mod-S ->Mod-K. Recall that -® R S is a left adjoint and Hom i? (S, -) is a right adjoint of φ *. Let & be a topology (idempotent topologizing filter) of right ideals of R. We set Φ is a filter but not necessarily a topology. DEFINITION. & is said to be S-good if # is a topology.
An investigation of S-good topologies was made in [9] . In particular, the following useful criterion was found.
When M = S, Proposition 2 says that the module of quotients of S R with respect to 9? is a ring isomorphic to the ring of quotients of S with respect to SF.
Modules of quotients are especially nice when they are given by tensor products. THEOREM 
Let 9* be an S-good topolopy on R, and suppose that R S is flat and S R is projective. Then there is an embedding S0 R Q(R)CQ(S)
with equality if S R is finitely generated.
Proof. Recall that there is a commutative diagram

<P*(S)
Now ker β = ί(φ*(S)(g) (?(#)), the ^-torsion submodule of φ*(S)<S)O(R) ([9] , Proposition 1.
1). But φ*(S)®Q(R)
is Q(R)-projective, hence ^-torsionfree. It follows that β is mono. By Proposition 2, Q(<p*(S)) = φ*Q(S), giving the required embedding. .If S R is finitely generated, then Q(φ*(S)) = φ*(S)® Q(R) [[4] , Theorem 4.7), completing the proof.
REMARK. The embedding of Theorem 3 is as left S-right O(R)-modules. When equality holds, S(ξs)Q(R) can be made into a ring compatible with the ring structures of S and Q (R) by lifting back the ring structure of O(S). We do not know if, under the hypotheses of the theorem, Sξξ)Q(R) can always be made into a ring such that the embedding is one of rings, though this will be true of our applications.
We will need later the following description of Φ in terms of cogenerating injectives. PROPOSITION (S) . Indeed, let {fβ, $β I β £= A} be a dual basis for the projective module S R , where A is an index set and s β E S, / β ES* for all β E A. Define /:S->Π A S* by 0( 5 )β)(0 = fβ( sί ) ] i s a n S-homomorphism. / is also mono, for j(s) = O implies f β (s) = 0 for all β, and so s = Σ s β f β (s) = 0. By left exactness of Horn R (5, -), 5*CE # , where E = E(R), so there is an embedding S CΠ Λ £ # . Since Π Λ £' # is injective, there is an embedding E(S) C Π Λ E # . Now 3) R is cogenerated by E # , by Proposition 4, hence 3) R C ® s and 0(5) C O m ax (5) as desired. Now assume the remaining conditions. Then S (g) O(i?) = O(S) by Theorem 3. To complete the proof we show £ # CΠE(S). By assumption we have 5* CΠJB'(S), and since Hom(S, _) preserves essential extensions, E # is an injective hull of 5*. Since UE(S) is injective, £ # CΠ£(S).
Applications.
DEFINITION. A topology 3* on R is automorphism invariant if ) {(d)|dGD}<E^ for all D E & and σEAut(JR).
Of course, not all topologies are automorphism invariant, but we do have the following. LEMMA 6. ([9] , Example 1 after Corollary 3.6.) The Lambek topology is automorphism invariant.
LEMMA 7. If 9? is automorphism invariant, then every automorphism of R extends to an automorphism of Q(R)
Proof Let t(R) be the torsion submodule of R with respect to
It is straightforward to check that σ(f) is a homomorphism and that this defines σ on O(R) to be an automorphism.
DEFINITION. A bimodule R M R is said to be generated by normalizing elements if there are sets {m f | i E /} C M and {σ, | i E /} C Aut(J?) such that M = Σ ieI Rmi and mj = σ^^mi for all / E /, r E R. LEMMA 
Let φ: R -> S be a ring homomorphism such that S is generated over R by normalizing elements. Then an automorphism invariant topology on R is S-good.
Proof We use the criterion of Proposition 1. Let 9> be an automorphism invariant topology on i?, and let M R be ^-torsion. Let {s t I / E /} be a set of normalizing generators of S with automorphisms {σ t \i E /}. Then any element of M ® R S may be written in the form Σm,® 5,, the sum taken over finitely many i E I. Let D, E 9 be such that m We are now ready for the applications. Recall ( [11] ) that a ring monomorphism R -> S is a (left) quasi-Frobenius (or OF) extension if R S is finitely generated projective and there exists a module S M R such that SSR Θ*Λf R = 0Γ5S R , where *S = Hom( R S, R i?). THEOREM 
Let R-> S be a left QF extension such that S is finitely generated by normalizing elements over R. Then Q max (S) = If R-*S is two-sided OF, then S® R Q max (R) = O max (i?)-> Q m US) is two-sided OF, and O max (5) is finitely generated by normalizing elements over O ma χ(^)
Proof. We write Q for Q max . By Lemmas 6 and 8 the Lambek topology 3) R on R is S-good. Since R S is projective, it is flat. By [11] , Satz 2, S R is finitely generated projective. By Lemma 10, Hom R (S, -) preserves essential extensions. Finally, R S* 0 «M* = φ" R S S ([11] , Satz 2), so S* is £?(S)-torsionfree. Theorem 5 applies to give O(S) = S0Q(K). Now assume R->S is also right OF. Then 1S R 0 S N R -Φ^SSR, SO in particular R S R is a direct summand of φΓ/?S R . Hence * R S R is generated over JR by normalizing elements, because R S R and thus also (5) is finitely generated by normalizing elements over OCR).
It remains to show that Q(R)-> 0 (5) is OK It is easy to see that this is a monomorphism and that 0 (5) We remark that the ring structure on 5® Q max (R) obtained from 0max(5) can be defined directly in the expected way, namely (Σ,s, (g)φ)x (ΣJSJ (8) 
)β, where the 5, are normalizing generators of S over i? with automorphisms σ t .
Theorem 11 applies in particular to Frobenius extensions, projective separable algebras, and Azumaya algebras. We note that centralizing generators are a special case of normalizing generators, so for instance an algebra over a commutative ring is always generated by normalizing elements with all the automorphisms equal to the identity automorphism. Group rings, however, provide examples of rings with normalizing, but not centralizing, generators. COROLLARY 
Let A be α ring, G α group, and H a normal subgroup of G. Then AG § § AH Q max (AH) is α ring, and there is a ring embedding AG ® AH Q max (AH) C Omaχ(^G) with equality if H is of finite index.
Proof. By Lemmas 6 1. When H = 1 the conjecture is a generalization of the recently proved self-injectivity theorem for group rings, which says that AG is self-injective if and only if A is self-injective and G is finite (see for example (2] ). The conjecture for H = 1 also follows from that theorem when the singular ideal of AG is zero. Some further partial results when H = 1 appear in [8] . The general case when JFiy 1 seems to be more difficult, even in special cases. 
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